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SYNOPSIS 
  
Life for the unassuming John May (Eddie Marsan) has always revolved 

around his work for the local council in South London, finding the next of kin of 

those who have died alone. Profoundly dedicated to his work, he believes that 

everyone deserves a dignified exit, and writes eulogies and organizes 

funerals for those who wouldn't have them otherwise. But when a new case – 

an elderly alcoholic in a flat directly opposite his own – hits him harder than 

usual, he journeys outside London to track down the man's long-abandoned 

daughter (Joanne Froggatt). Against the odds, the two lonely souls are drawn 

to each other – and John's outlook starts to open to life's possibilities. 

 
 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

 

Still Life is the second feature film directed by Uberto Pasolini, the successful 

producer of such films as The Full Monty and Palookaville, Pasolini’s first 

foray into directing was the critically-lauded Machan, a feel good comedy 

about a group of Sri Lankans who masquerade as a handball team to gain 

entry to Germany when their visa applications are rejected, Machan enjoyed a 

long international festival life, garnering both jury and audience awards. 

 

Still Life was also inspired by real people and events. When he read about the 

men and women whose job it is to organise funerals for people who leave no 

one behind when they die, Pasolini recognised something both profound and 

universal. 

 

“I was struck by the thought of all those lonely graves and empty funeral 

services” he explains. “It’s a very powerful image. I began to think about 

loneliness and death and about what it means to be part of a community, and 

how neighbourliness has disappeared for many people. Writing the script I felt  

guilt at not knowing my neighbours and local community. For the first time I 

went to the local street party, wishing to participate in that small attempt to 

create a connection between neighbours.  



 

This sense of lack of engagement with the community brought on deeper 

reflections of contemporary society. “What are we saying about the value 

society places on individual lives? How can so many people be forgotten and 

die alone?” continues the filmmaker. “The quality of our society is judged by 

the value it puts on its weakest members and who is weaker than the dead? 

The way we treat the dead is a reflection on how our society treats the living. 

And it seems to be very easy to forget how to honour the dead in western 

society. I feel very strongly that the acknowledgement of past lives is 

fundamental for a society that wants to call itself civilised.” 

 

Pasolini wove these ideas into a film about a middle-aged local council officer, 

John May, whose final task before he’s made redundant is to organise the 

funeral of a man who has died a lonely death in a flat opposite his own. 

Determined to make his last job a success, John May travels around the 

country searching for the man’s surviving family and friends. On the way, he 

meets the man’s estranged daughter who offers the possibility of a future of 

love and companionship. 

 

The strength of his passion for the story and its themes made it impossible for 

him to hand over the creative reins to another. So, like with Machan, he 

decided to direct the film as well as write it. 

 

“With Still Life, I knew I wanted a film that was as still as the title suggests. My 

main visual references were Ozu’s late films, with their quiet but immensely 

powerful images of everyday life. 

  

Directing an English cast was a new experience. “When I made Machan, I 

had an incredibly cast group of Sri Lankan actors who I directed through an 

interpreter, so I was largely working through tonality rather than language. 

With Still Life, not only did I have considerably less time with the actors to 

rehearse and a much shorter production schedule, but we were speaking the 

same language so I was more emotionally invested in the individual words. 

Thankfully, because of the brilliance of the actors I was working with, I 



managed to get out of the actors the same tones, inflections, emphases that I 

had in my head when I wrote the script.” 

 

His cast is headed up by Eddie Marsan, unarguably one of the UK’s finest 

characters actors and one whose talent has been recognised by 

internationally acclaimed directors as diverse as Martin Scorsese, Steven 

Spielberg, Mike Leigh and JJ Abrams. Pasolini wrote John May, the 

meticulously conscientious council funeral officer who organises the funerals 

of the lonely dead, with Marsan in mind, absolutely convinced that he could 

bring out the character’s complexities within the stillness of his work. 

 

“John May’s solitude is intrinsic to the film but he doesn’t register loneliness, 

he doesn’t see that there is another way of living” says Pasolini. “We have a 

tendency to assume that if we think one way, then everyone thinks the same 

way and with loneliness and solitude, we project our own fears on those 

around us. There are people whose personal lives appear empty but who are 

emotionally self-sufficient and find fulfillment in other areas of their lives, for 

example their jobs. John May’s life is in itself full, full of the forgotten lives he 

is dedicated to. And although we might not want to live ourselves a life of 

“stillness”, it is important that we don’t feel alienated from him. And of course 

we still get a deal of enjoyment when he begins to open up in the film - he 

tries new food, travels to places he has never visited, shares a bottle with two 

homeless men. Eddie’s skill and humanity managed to bring truth in the 

actions and small changes that mark John May’s life.” 

 

For Marsan, it was the sensitivity of the screenplay that proved such a draw.  

“This is such a fascinating and beautiful study of mortality and loneliness and 

importance of sharing your life,” he says, “Uberto’s screenplay is so heartfelt 

and poignant. It is based on honest themes of living and dying and of family 

and community; it’s not a calculated or manipulating story. It’s really from the 

heart which makes it unique. That’s why I wanted to do it.” 

 

The character of John May presented unique challenges for Marsan as an 

actor. “I had an idea funeral officers existed but I didn’t know how isolated or 



eccentric they can be,” continues the actor. “They work alone so it’s quite an 

odd kind of work. But I felt that although John May is isolated, he is not lonely. 

John May is quite unusual, he doesn’t express much, so it was more 

important that I show what he’s thinking. It’s very internal with him and that 

can be hard to play because you have to work out what he’s feeling and then 

not express it. But that makes a good character – he’s complex and real 

rather than someone who wears his heart on his sleeve. He is very 

conscientious - he feels reassurance and pleasure in being in charge of these 

dead people’s affairs. He has a very structured life and when he loses his job, 

the refuge he takes in his work is removed and he is forced to experience life 

head on. And when he begins to research the life of the dead man who lived 

opposite him in his last job for the council, he begins to open up. Because the 

dead man is so close - he lived opposite him and his disordered flat is a mirror 

image of John May’s flat just as his chaotic life is a mirror image of John’s 

ordered existence - he becomes aware of his own mortality. His investigation 

into the dead man’s life takes John May on a psychological as well as a 

geographical journey. And life gives him a slap in the face.” 

 

Playing opposite Marsan in the role of Kelly is Joanne Froggatt. Most famous 

now for her role as Anna in the smash television series “Downton Abbey,” 

Froggatt caught Pasolini’s eye with her award-winning performance in the TV 

film In Our Name in which she plays a soldier struggling to return to civilian 

life. 

 

“For the character of Kelly, the daughter of the dead man, I was looking for an 

actress who could combine a wounded vulnerability with a sense of optimism 

and hope,” says Pasolini. “With her brilliant performance in In Our Name, 

Joanne managed to show strength and weakness in a completely believable 

character.” 

 

Froggatt saw Kelly as a nice, normal woman. She’s been quite hurt in the past 

and has suffered from being abandoned by her father and her husband so 

she’s built her life around dogs. She’s a bit of a loner and then she meets 

John May and they start the beginnings of a friendship.” 



 

It was the originality of Pasolini’s screenplay that grabbed Froggatt. “It struck 

me as a very unusual story and those always attract me because they don’t 

come along very often. It’s a very sweet story with an interesting subject 

matter that I’d never thought about or read about. And when I knew Eddie was 

playing the lead, I was even more keen because I’m a big fan of his.” 

 

The film touches on a multitude of themes but in essence it’s really about life 

and how we relate to other people and the sadness of a lonely life,” continues 

Froggatt. ”There’s sadness in it but there’s also real warmth - how strangers 

can connect with each other through mutual understandings and 

circumstances. You suspect Kelly and John would really support each other 

and that there is the start of a really good relationship there.” 

 

Froggatt is also a keen supporter of independent cinema. “I’m very passionate 

that films like this are still being made,” she explains. “Uberto wrote, directed 

and produced the film and he had the overall artistic vision and it was 

wonderful to work on a project with someone like that because they have such 

excitement and passion and that’s infectious. Uberto has a great sense of the 

emotional story of the characters and great eye for design. These are the 

nicest jobs in some ways; it’s a real labour of love.” 

 

Working with Marsan lived up to all Froggatt’s expectations. “Eddie is always 

brilliant,” she says. “He’s one of the best British actors working today. He 

always brings something different to the project; he’s got a real quirkiness and 

a real sense of the authentic. He’s so interesting to watch; you’re completely 

drawn into what he is doing. So I was very pleased to be working with him.” 

 

Pasolini found working with both Marsan and Froggatt a pleasure: “There was 

a lot of fine-tuning on the set and that was possible because Eddie and 

Joanne are such fine actors. And enormously patient!” 

 

Having spent several months researching the background to the character of 

John May, which included visiting houses of the recently deceased with real 



council officers, Pasolini began shooting in May 2012 on locations throughout 

London and South East England. His team of behind the scenes collaborators 

comprised cinematographer Stefano Falivene, production designer Lisa Marie 

Hall, costume designer Pam Downe and editors Tracy Granger and Gavin 

Buckley. 

 

“Shooting was very smooth,” says Pasolini. “I never had to compromise. For a 

relatively low budget film, it’s quite complex - there are a lot of locations in 

different parts of the country. But the scale was achievable because we 

weren’t asking for huge things. I had a great line producer and all my 

collaborators knew exactly how to make a film on a small budget.” 

 

His brief to cinematographer Stefano Falivene was clear - the camera would 

be still, the world ordered, and the world seen and felt from John May’s point 

of view. “I was keen not to have over the shoulder shots onto John May from 

any of the characters he interacts with because I wanted the audience to have 

as personal as possible a relationship with his character. So we would always 

be with him and never with someone else. We’re only with someone else 

once he meets Kelly. In the scenes with Kelly we for the first time have 

complimentary over the shoulder shots and after Kelly you have a three shot 

with the two drunks outside the church. At that point he is linked 

photographically to other people in a way he has never been in the film 

before. These are just subtle things but they helped me make a decision on 

where to place the camera.” 

    

With production designer Lisa Marie Hall and costume designer Pam Downe, 

Pasolini decided on the film’s colour palette. “The film is in part a journey of 

the awakening of the senses so we talked about the film being desaturated at 

the beginning and introducing the colours gradually. So at the beginning of the 

film there is very little colour – it’s mostly pastel greys and blues and browns 

and monotones - and more colour comes in as the film progresses. And with 

the sets, there is a lot of symmetry in some of the houses he visits and his 

own - for example, the orderly lines of underwear and bottles in the house of 



the woman with the cat at the beginning of the film are similar to the straight 

lines and neatness of his own flat.” 

 

The film wrapped filming in late June. It was a tribute to the talents of both his 

creative collaborators and his cast that Pasolini was able to fulfill his creative 

ambitions. “I am proudest of Eddie Marsan’s performance,” he says. 

“Everyone knows he’s an extraordinary actor but he hasn’t really been used 

as a lead in a feature film. It makes me happy that I was able to do that.” 

 

 

 

 

  



ABOUT THE CAST AND CREW 

 

EDDIE MARSAN (John May) 

Multi-award winning Eddie Marsan is one of the most respected actors of his 

generation and has worked with many of the industry’s top directors including 

Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg, Mike Leigh and Bryan Singer. 

 

He was most recently seen in Jack the Giant Slayer, alongside Nicholas 

Hoult, Stanley Tucci, Bill Nighy and Ewan McGregor, US TV series “Ray 

Donovan” with Liev Schreiber, Jon Voight and Elliott Gould, The World’s End, 

the latest Edgar Wright film starring Simon Pegg and Nick Frost, Filth starring 

James McAvoy, Jim Broadbent and Joanne Froggatt and I, Anna alongside 

Gabriel Byrne and Charlotte Rampling.  

 

Marsan’s other film and television credits include Snow White And The 

Huntsman, Mike Leigh's A Running Jump, Walking the Dogs with Emma 

Thompson and The Best of Men. He also starred in Steven Spielberg’s War 

Horse, the award-winning Tyrannosaur, Junkhearts, Guy Ritchie’s Sherlock 

Holmes: A Game of Shadows as well as Gangs of New York, V for Vendetta, 

Mission Impossible III, 21 Grams, The Disappearance of Alice Creed and two 

further collaborations with Mike Leigh - Vera Drake and Happy Go Lucky, 

which both won him the British Independent Film Award for Best Supporting 

Actor. 

 

Eddie’s television credits include “Criminal Justice,” “Little Dorritt” and “Red 

Riding: In the Year of Our Lord 1974/1980.”  

 

 

JOANNE FROGGATT (Kelly) 

British Independent Film Award winner and Emmy nominee Joanne Froggatt 

is one of the UK’s brightest young female stars working across television, film 

and theatre. She is perhaps best known for her performance as head 

housemaid Anna in the multi-award winning and critically acclaimed ITV 



drama series “Downton Abbey’ from Academy Award-winning scriptwriter 

Julian Fellowes.  

 

Froggatt will soon be seen alongside Eddie Marsan again in Filth, starring 

James McAvoy, Jim Broadbent and Jamie Bell, and the thriller 

uwantme2killhim? from director Andrew Douglas.  

 

Her film and television work includes In Our Name for which she won the Best 

Newcomer award at the British Independent Film Awards in 2010, Dominic 

Savage’s drama series “True Love” opposite David Tennant and Vicky 

McClure, and the 2010 Christmas special of the award winning comedy “The 

Royle Family.”  

 

Her credits also include “Danielle Cable: Eye Witness,” for which she was 

nominated for a Royal Television Society Best Actress Award, See No Evil, 

The Moors Murders, and Murder in the Outback as well as “Life on Mars,” 

“Island At War,” “Spooks,” “The Street,” “Nature Boy,” “Other People’s 

Children “and “Lorna Doone.”  

 

Froggatt’s stage credits include The Knowledge and Little Platoons at the 

Bush and All About My Mother at The Old Vic.  

 

 

UBERTO PASOLINI (Writer/Director/Producer) 

Still Life is Uberto Pasolini's second feature as a director, following the 

critically acclaimed Machan which was released in 2008 and won awards at 

numerous international festivals including the Venice Film Festival, Brussels 

Film Festival and Palm Beach Film Festival. 

 

Pasolini has worked in films since 1983, starting as a runner in Thailand on 

The Killing Fields, and became an independent producer in 1994, when he 

founded Redwave Films. Its first produced feature film was Palookaville, 

starring Vincent Gallo and directed by Alan Taylor. 

 



Subsequently Pasolini produced The Full Monty, which grossed over $250 

million internationally and remains to date the most successful UK picture at 

the UK box office of all those based on original material. Amongst its many 

international awards, the film was named Best Film of 1997 by BAFTA and 

was nominated for an Academy Award in 1998. 

 

Pasolini also produced Bel Ami, starring Robert Pattinson, Uma Thurman, 

Christina Ricci and Kristin Scott Thomas, The Closer You Get, written by 

acclaimed television writer William Ivory, and The Emperor’s New Clothes, 

starring Ian Holm. 

 
 
 
  



CREDITS 
 

CAST 
 
John May……………………………………………………….....EDDIE MARSAN 
Kelly………………………………………………………….JOANNE FROGGATT 
Mary…………………………………………………………………KAREN DRURY 
Shakthi……………………………………………………………….NEIL D'SOUZA 
Council Manager………………………………………………ANDREW BUCHAN 
Caretaker…………………………………………………………..MICHAEL ELKIN 
Billy Stokes' Caretaker…………………………………..DAVID SHAW PARKER 
Jumbo………………………………………………………….CIARAN McINTYRE 
Homeless Men………………………………………………………...TIM POTTER 
……………………………………………………………………PAUL ANDERSON 
Morgue Attendant..................................................................BRONSON WEBB 
Crematorium Attendant...............................................................LEON SILVER 
Prison Officer.........................................................................LLOYD McGUIRE 
Fishmonger..........................................................................WAYNE FOSKETT 
Mary's Daughter..................................................................HEBE BEARDSALL 
Priest..................................................................................WILLIAM HOYLAND 
Miss Pilger..........................................................DEBORAH FRANCES-WHITE 
Cemetery Attendant.........................................................ANDREW ASHFORD 
Unhappy Neighbour ...................................................................MARK OLIVER 
Dog Owner............................................................................PADDY O'REILLY 
Girl at Station..........................................................ROSIE KOSKY-HENSMAN 
Young Soldier......................................................................FRANKIE WILSON 
Factory Worker......................................................................AARON ISHMAEL 
Serving Girl..............................................................ROSE-MARIE CHRISTIAN 
Cemetery Manager.....................................................................COLIN HOULT 
Child.................................................................................WILLOW DONNELLY 
Priests...................................................................................CARL ROBINSON 
..........................................................................................................IAN MANN 
..........................................................................................................AL COWIE 
...........................................................................................JUSTIN HEYWOOD 
Eastern Celebrant..............................................................FATHER THEONAS 
...........................................ST SOPHIA'S GREEK ORTHODOX CATHEDRAL 
Cemetery Attendants......................................................................CHRIS HILL 
...........................................................................................................MIKE RAY 
...............................................................................................TERRY NII-ODOI 
Office Cleaner..........................................................NARINDER PAL GURAYA 
Billy Stoke..........................................................................................TIM HOPE 
and with...................................................................................GINO PICCIANO 
.....................................................................................................NIGEL GENIS 
....................................................................................................MARK SCOTT 
   
 

CREW 
 
Written, Produced, and Directed By...................................UBERTO PASOLINI 
Produced by..............................................................................FELIX VOSSEN 



.....................................................................................CHRISTOPHER SIMON 
Executive Producer...................................................BARNABY SOUTHCOME 
 
 
Art Director..............................................................................SIMON WALKER 
Location Manager...................................................................JOE KOTROCZO 
Grip..........................................................................................ADRIAN BARRY 
Gaffer............................................................................................TIM JORDAN 
   
Second Assistant Director .......................................................JOE HORNSEY 
Third Assistant Director....................................MATTHEW "STUMPY" JONES 
   
Production Co-ordinator..........................................................KASIA MALIPAN 
Production Assistant........................................................FILIZ-THERES EREL 
Floor Runner.........................................................................RACHEL STACEY 
Runners/Drivers..............................................ASHLEIGH ASHLEY-WORRELL 
.......................................................................................KRISTINA EPENETOS 
...............................................................................................KATIE HODGKIN  
   
Casting Assistant.........................................................................LUCY RANDS 
   
Assistant Accountant..................................................................POLLY WILBY 
   
Assistant Location Manager................................................CHRIS HUTCHINS 
Unit Manager......................................................LOUIS COOPER ROBINSON 
Location Assistants...........................................................................PHIL KING 
...................................................................................................TIM PRESTON 
   
Focus Puller.................................................................................CHRIS KANE 
Clapper Loader.......................................................................CRAIG PORTER 
Camera Assistant.....................................................................DANIEL EVANS 
Camera Trainee.....................................................JAVIER SANTOS AUDERA 
DIT.......................................................................................ALANNA MIEJLUK 
Rigging Grip .........................................................................MALCOLM HUSE 
Daily Focus Puller .........................................................................ALEX BYNG 
Daily Grips...............................................................................KEN MOUSSON 
....................................................................................ANDREW WOODCOCK 
Daily DIT...............................................................................MATTHEW HICKS 
Daily Script Supervisor..................................................................LUCY WARD 
   
Best Boy.........................................................................................ADAM BELL 
Genny Operator/Electrician....................................................MATT BARKLEM 
Daily Electrician......................................................................BEN CALDWELL 
   
Stills Photographers ...............................................................KERRY BROWN 
.........................................................................................................ED MILLER 
.........................................................................................SALVADOR BROWN 
   
Sound Maintenance ...................................................................GREG HAGEN 
...............................................................................................FRANK BARLOW 



Daily Sound Recordists...........................................................SIMON BYSSHE 
.................................................................................................TARN WILLERS 
   
Costume Supervisor......................................................................EMMA REES 
Standby Costume............................................................DAISY BABBINGTON 
Costume Assistant.........................................................FRANCESCA SALTER 
   
Hair Dresser...............................................................................KAREN FINCH 
Additional Make-up..................................................................JENNA WRAGE 
Daily Hair Dresser..................................................................JENNY HARLING 
   
Standby Props..................................................................ALEXANDRA SLADE 
Props Master ..........................................................................MARTYN DOUST 
Stylist.......................................................................................DALIA GELLERT 
Production Buyer.............................................................CAITLIN THOMPSON 
Graphic Designer.......................................................................CHLOE JAMES 
Props Driver.....................................................................................LISA RUST 
Set Dresser...........................................................................DAVE TINCOMBE 
Scenic Painter.......................................................................STEVE SIMPSON 
Daily Production Buyer...........................................................CELINA NORRIS 
Clearances...................................RUTH HALLIDAY, THE CLEARING HOUSE 
   
Carpenters.......................................................................STEVEN SHAPLAND 
................................................................................................DAVID SAWYER 
   
Unit Driver..............................................................................PETER MERCER 
Daily Unit Driver..........................................................................DAVID LLOYD 
   
Minibus...............................................................MALCOLM HILL, MK TRAVEL 
..............................................................................................ACE RENT A VAN 
............................................................................SILVER SCREEN SERVICES 
Vans...........................................................................BTC VEHICLE RENTALS 
Unit Cars...........................................................LUCY TAYLOR, ENTERPRISE 
Costume/Make-up Truck.......................................MIKE AUDLEY, TRANSLUX 
Driver .............................................................................................PAUL KYTE 
   
Catering.........................................................................................FAYRE DO'S 
   
Unit Nurse.................................................................................WAYNE STURT 
   
Health and Safety Advisers..............................MICK HURRELL, JHA SAFETY 
   
Security...................................................................................MARK RUSSELL 
..................................................................................................RICKY HANLEY 
....................................................................................................TONY MAZUR 
..................................................................................MK1 SECURITY LIMITED 
   
Music Conductors........................................................................DAVID SNELL 
.............................................................................................ROBERT ZIEGLER 
Auricle Control Systems..........................................................CHRIS COZENS 



Recording Engineer ...................................................................CHRIS DIBBLE 
Assistant Recording Engineer.............................................JEREMY MURPHY 
Orchestral Contractor............................................................GEORGE HAMER 
Music Preparation............................................................................COLIN RAE 
Assistant to Rachel Portman.............................................KAREN WESTROPP 
Music Recorded and Mixed at ......ANGEL RECORDING STUDIOS, LONDON 
   
Musicians 
Caisa Drum...............................................................................PAUL CLARVIS 
Celli...........................................................................................ANDREA HESS 
..................................................................................................NICK COOPER 
Celtic Harp....................................................................................HUGH WEBB 
Clarinet...................................................................................NICK BUCKNALL 
Concertina/Accordion....................................................TRACEY GOLDSMITH 
Dulcimer/Cymbalom/Marimba...............................................GREG KNOWLES 
2nd Tuned Percussion............................................................FRANK RICOTTI 
Piano.......................................................................................JOHN LENEHAN 
...........................................................................................HELEN CRAYFORD 
Soprano Sax/Alto Sax...............................................................SIMON HARAM 
Spanish Guitar....................................................................JOHN PARRICELLI 
Violin......................................................................................IAN HUMPHRIES 
..............................................................................................JANICE GRAHAM 
Violas ...................................................................................VICCI WARDMAN 
............................................................................................ANDREW PARKER 
   
Assistant Editors........................................................................JOHN DWELLY 
............................................................................................GABRIELLE SMITH 
   
Foley Recordist and Editor ...............................................SANDY BUCHANAN 
Foley Artist................................................................................PAULA BORAM 
   
Sound Effects Editor............................................................SAM SOUTHWICK 
Dialogue Editor....................................................................PAUL COTTERELL 
   
Visual Effects by......................................................................LIP SYNC POST 
Visual Effects Supervisor.....................................................SHEILA WICKENS 
Visual Effects Producer........................................................KATIE ROEHRICK 
Digital Compositors..................................................................JAMES ELSTER 
.....................................................................................................JANE PATON 
Head of Visual Effects............................................................STEFAN DRURY 
Senior Producer..........................................................................LISA JORDAN 
   
Visual Effects by...........................................................JELLYFISH PICTURES 
Visual Effects Supervisor...............................................................LUKE DODD 
Visual Effects Producers............................................................SOPHIE ORDE 
............................................................................................JESSICA NORTON 
Compositor...........................................................................MARTIN FURMAN 
   
Digital Intermediate by...............................................DELUXE DIGITAL ROME 
Color Supervisor........................................................PASQUALE CUZZUPOLI 



Digital Colorist......................................................GUERRINO DI BENEDETTO 
Post Production Producers .......................................................DARIO DI VITO 
...........................................................................................MARINA DI PATRIZI 
Digital Process Engineer.................................................................BINO SALIS 
Account Manager.........................................................PAOLO SCARINGELLA 
On-line Editor................................................................STEFANO BALLIRANO 
Recorder......................................................................UMBERTO NANNERINI 
Digital Artists ..................................................................ALESSANDRO POZZI 
......................................................................................STEFANO CAMBERINI 
   
Developing and Printing Laboratory 
Head of Laboratory and Color Timer...................................ELIDE CAMBERINI 
Head of Negatives Department...............................GALLIANO SCARAMELLA 
Head of Developing Department.....................................ROBERTO SABLONE 
Head of Printing Department..............................................STEFANO FLORIDI 
   
On behalf of Embargo Films 
Head of Development................................................................JAN PEARSON 
Assistant to Producer.............................................................NUALA O'LEARY 
   
Unit Publicist .....................................................................GINGER CORBETT 
With..................................................................................PATRICIA DOBSON 
EPK...................................................................ROB DONE, MAGNETIC EYE 
   
Legal Services.........................................................JAMES KAY, SHERIDANS 
   
Post Production Script..............................................................ELLEN GELULA 
   
Production Auditing...........................STEVE JOBERNS, AGN SHIPLEYS LLP 
   
Insurance Services..............................................................JOHN O'SULLIVAN 
........................................................................MEDIA INSURANCE BROKERS 
   
Banking Services Provided by....................................................COUTTS & CO 
Payroll Services Provided by.............................................................................. 
.........................................MONEYPENNY PRODUCTION ACCOUNTING LLP 
   
Lighting Equipment...................................................................ARRI LIGHTING 
   
Camera and Grip Equipment.........................................................MOVIETECH 
Camera Consumables............................................................THAT'S A WRAP 
Sound Equipment...............................................RICHMOND FILM SERVICES 
Rigging..................................................................................METRO RIGGING 
Grip (Boards)..............................................JAMES MANSFIELD TIMBER LTD 
   
Costume Suppliers.........................................FOXTROT PRODUCTIONS LTD 
Costume Rental..........................................................CARLO MANZI RENTAL 
   
Dog Handlers....................................................................CHARLOTTE WILDE 
...........................................................................DAVID CORKE, ANIMAL MAN 



   
Extras Agencies....................................................THE LYNCH MOB AGENCY 
................................................................................................ALPHABET KIDZ 
   
Cutting Rooms................................................................................ART4NOISE  
Avid Hire...............................................................................SALON RENTALS 
Production Office..........................................................NICE BUSINESS PARK 
   
Suppliers 
Location...................................................................................LOCATION ONE 
Stationery.................................................ACTON STATIONERS & PRINTERS 
Printer ........................................................................................TSM COPIERS 
Walkie Talkie ..................................................................................WAVEVEND 
   
Dolby Engineer.................................................................PETER MENDONCA 
   
Collection Agent...............................................................FREEWAY CAM B.V. 
   
Worldwide Sales.........................................................................BETA CINEMA 


